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By 2030, annual direct
medical costs associated 
with cardiovascular
diseases in the united 
states are expected to 
rise to more than

$818 billion.

62% of Americans
over age 65 have
more than one
chronic condition.

The estimated cost of 
dementia worldwide was 

$818 billion
 in 2015 and is

expected to grow to
$2 trillion 

by 2030 .1

References: (1) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5732407/, (2) https://www.who.int/ageing/publications/global_health.pdf, 
(3) https://www.cdcfoundation.org/pr/2015/heart-disease-and-stroke-cost-america-nearly-1-billion-day-medical-costs-lost-productivity
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THE CLOCK IS TICKING.

an estimated 25-30 
percent of adults  

age 85 or older 
suffer from 

dementia. 

cardiovascular
d i s e a s e
remains the most 
common cause of

 death in older adults.

by the year 2050, 
the american 85 
years and older 
population will
t r i p l e.
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It’s early 2009, and it’s very late at night.
Aubrey, Jeff, Sarah, Kevin, and Mike are sitting around a large table covered in papers and half-empty 
food containers. They are drafting the fundamental plan for a unique organization they hope will 
change the way the world views the diseases of aging.

That was how we began SRF - SENS Research Foundation - a decade ago. We wrote about 
raising awareness for an alternative to an increasingly costly and complex pathology 
chase in medicine, and redefining regenerative medicine as applied to aging.  

In some ways, it seems like yesterday, especially as we’ve never for a moment lost sight 
of that vision. But if you look back through our reports to you, you’ll see how much of a 
journey it’s been, and how far we’ve come.

Back then, in 2009, we said, “we did this to transform the way you think about medicine.” 
At the time, I feared that this challenge was beyond the purview of one small group 
called SRF.

I realize now that I was underestimating the commitment, the energy, the intellectual 
honesty, and the vision of Aubrey, of our donors, of our supporters and volunteers, and 
of all the people that I’ve had the good fortune to work with. 

founding the new research 
center, and finding our 
voice as a credible member 
of the scientific community

Expanding the extramural 
programs, and calling for 
the launch of a rejuvenation 
biotechnology industry

launching the new 
education program, 
and reimagining aging

joining the g8 dementia 
summit, and guiding the 
rhetoric of aging away 
from the inevitability of 
disease

FROM THE CEO

W e l c o m e  t o  t h e  1 0 t h  a n n i v e r s a r y  e d i t i o n 
o f  S E N S  R e s e a r c h  F o u n d at i o n ’ s  a n n u a l  r e p o r t. 
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Today, it’s clear that SENS Research Foundation has helped 
precipitate a real change in medical research. 2019 is, in 
many respects, the very reality we dreamed of in 2009. 

We now see significant energy pouring into the rejuvenation 
field, and new investment, and many new companies, 
and new kinds of research arising. That’s in no small part 
because of all those people noted above, and in no small 
part because of you.

launching the alliance, 
and helping a new industry 
address the challenges 
ahead

launching project 21 and 
laying a path to clinical trials 

supporting new companies, 
and building the bridge to a 
new investment community

It’s early 2019, a bit less late at night.
Most of the staff have gone home; though the last week has been a whirlwind of activity.

Greg has just finished up a round of interviews for a Summer Scholars Program, Oki has been 
chatting with Amutha about the influence her Mito research team has had (Bhavna’s just finished 
her experiment and Caitlin’s crunching data), all three of the SRF post-baccalaureate grantees are 
still busy on their projects, Mia is working out the bugs on the new computational chemistry program, 
our Alliance team on the East coast ought to be asleep, but they’re probably pulling late hours again.
Anne and Kelly are working on the layout for this year’s annual report, Maria’s down in LA working 
out the kinks in a bitcoin donor event, Michael’s away drafting research summaries, and Aubrey’s on 
the speaker trail somewhere.

Our Forever Healthy partners in Germany will be up soon to put the final touches on what will be 
another successful Berlin conference, and Lisa’s next door drafting website updates, as I’m writing the 
statement for this report.

erin ashford photography
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From left to right, screen shots from: 2018 First Prize Film, “The End of Aging,” by Adam Ford; 2018 Second Prize Film, “8 Years On (My Father),” 
by Tim Maupin; and 2018 Third Prize Film, “Undoing Aging,” by Charlie Kam.

For more information, including official rules and prizes, please visit: 
www.LongevityFilmCompetition.com

Co-directed by SRF’s Global Outreach Coordinator, Maria Entraigues-Abramson, the Longevity Film Competition was 
launched in 2018 by SRF, the Healthy Life Extension Society, and the International Longevity Alliance. Filmmakers 
worldwide were invited to submit their short films focusing on healthy longevity and its potential to positively impact 
humanity. The longevity film competition is an annual competition. 

All 2018 submissions can be viewed at the Longevity Film Competition Vimeo site: 
www.vimeo.com/LongevityFilmCompetition.

Longevity Film Competition

For more information, including official rules and guidelines, please visit: 
www.projectforawesome.com

A project of the Foundation to Decrease World Suck, a Montana-based 501(c)3 charity, Project for Awesome 
is a film competition during which community members from around the world make videos about a charity 
that is particularly important to them. The videos are submitted to the Project for Awesome website, but are 
also shared, viewed, discussed, and commented on around the internet. You can make your own video or vote 
for your favorite videos on the Project for Awesome website, which helps determine the charities that receive 
funding.

Since Project for Awesome began in 2007, they have raised over $1.5 million for different charities around the 
world. So far, 24 videos supporting SENS Research Foundation have been submitted to Project for Awesome. 
Keep the momentum going by submitting your own video or by voting for videos in support of SRF this year! 

Project For Awesome

If you’re looking for a way to help Srf, check out these opportunities 
to get involved with our fundraising and outreach - and be sure to
help spread the word in your community!

SPREADING AWARENESS
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aubrey de grey
Chief science officer,
sens research 
foundation

Be sure to check Lifespan.io this summer for a new mitosens campaign at: 
www.lifespan.io/campaigns

From August to October 2015, 400 backers on the Lifespan.io platform raised over $45,000 for SRF’s
MitoSENS project. From June to September 2016, over 500 backers raised $72,000 for the OncoSENS project.

Lifespan.io is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and crowdfunding platform dedicated solely to longevity 
research projects.

On Lifespan.io, researchers post projects related to longevity or age-related disease, and receive funds from 
contributors to fulfill their goals. Contributors, in turn, are able to exercise agency in the development of 
potentially life changing research, as well as receiving rewards specified by the project creators.

Lifespan.io campaigns

“SRF was founded in 2009, but it was founded out of a bifurcation 
of another foundation – the Methuselah Foundation – which I 
created with David Gobel in 2003. Back then, we had no money at 
all -  I’d only had the basic scientific idea of SENS a couple of years 
earlier and had yet to run with it. By about 2005/2006, we were in 
a position where we were able to spend some money on research. 
Our first major donor, Peter Thiel, started giving us around a million 
dollars a year around late 2006, but around 2008, we came to the 
conclusion that we were really engaged in two different activities.

So in the end, we split the organization in two and formed this new organization, SENS Research 
Foundation, to pursue research related to SENS. At which point Peter joined us, anted up significant 
donations for several more years, and set this off on an extremely successful first footing. I’m happy to say 
it’s all worked out pretty well.”

srf origins: the methuselah foundation
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SRF IS committed to the highest standards of transparency and accountability. all accounts are 
prepared by cca, llp accountants and independently audited annually by wheeler accountants, llp.
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“I think it is essential to 
accelerate the development of

 these exciting technologies as much 
as possible. Thus we fund some of the 

most Promising research in this area.” 
 

-Michael Greve
Founder/ceo, Forever-Healthy.org

AntiAging Systems, BMO Charitable Gift Fund, 
Dalis Foundation, Dennis Rudolph, Donald Olivier, 
Foundation to Decrease World Suck, Josh Triplett, 
Mary Ann Liebert Inc., Methuselah Foundation, 
Network for Good, Peter Harrigan, Porphyry Road 
Foundation, Singularity University, 
Vanguard Charitable

$10,000 - $99,999 donated:

Antonov Foundation, Benevity Community Impact 
Fund, Vitalik Buterin, Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund, 
Forever Healthy Foundation, Foster Foundation, 
Gustav Simonsson, James Mellon, Sergey Brin Family 
Foundation, Szabolcs Papp

$100,000 - $999,999 donated:

The Pineapple Fund

$1,000,000+ Donated:

THANK YOU
TO OUR DONORS, without whom 
we wouldn’t be celebrating 
ten years of reimagining aging.
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$1 - $999 donated:

Aaron Brown, Aaron Vollrath, Adalberto Foresti, 
Adam Baker, Adam Herrman, Alexandra Watt, 
Amazon Smile Foundation, Andreas Svensson, 

Andrey Tokarev, Antony Mellor, Aram Sargsyan, 
Benevity One World, Bjarke Roune, 

Bradford Robertson, Brian Nenninger, 
Cameron Bloomer, Carter Chapman Shreve Family, 

Corbin Stefan, Daniel Ives, Danny Henriquez, 
Dennis L O’Neill, Deraek Menard, Donovan Walker, 
Douglas Hoch, Dylan Craine, Emil Edman Hellberg, 

Eric Williams, Eyal Segalis, George Abramson, 
GPK Foundation, Haggai Azarzar, Ik Gling, 

Immortality Institute/Longecity, 
International Antiaging Systems, Jakob Branger, 

Jeffrey Hook, Jeremy Wilkins, 
Jewish Communal Fund, Jim Fehrle, Kenneth Muir, 

Kevin Secretan, Lance Jackson, Leroy Arellano, 
Mallory Sherman, Mathew Kull, 

Maximum Life Foundation, Michael Huemer, 
Michael Marye, Michael Rae, Michael Thompson, 

Mohamed Chmeis, Ned Ilincic, Omer Lavon, 
Oscar Vera, PayPal Giving Fund, Raphael Nicolle, 

Reason, Rebecca Tran, Robert Rathgeber, 
Salesforce.org, Schwab Charitable, Sean O’Keefe, 

Silicon Valley Community Fund, Simon Tucker, 
Stephen Bick, Stephen Malina, Tatiana Covington, 

Thomas Klauset Aurdal, Thomas Lahore, 
Tyrone T Throop, United Way, Vladimir Berkutov, 

William Vaughan, Wojciech Lewicki, Yurij Shabalin

$1,000 - $9,999 donated:

AJ Tomcynski, Aaron Ordover, Abdul Hamid Al Ghanem, Abineshwar Tomar, Abul Khair Khan, Adam Bryant, Adam Hurby, Adam Perrotta, Adam 
Spence, Adam Starkey, Adam Zimmerman, Adelheid Harpfer, Adrian Barrera, Adrian Scott, Adrian Wolf, Adrien Ecoffet, Affiliate Marketing, 
Afolabi Missa, Ahmed Almutawa, Aidan Fijalkowski, Ake Brannstrom, Aki Laukkanen, Alain Nacouzi, Alan Forrester, Alands VindEL Fakturering 
Ab, Alben Weeks, Alder House, Alejandro Kondrasky, Alejandro Software, Alessandro Rucco, Alex Bickerstaffe, Alex Gardiner, Alex Jurkat, Alex 
Mennen, Alex Neill, Alex Papushoy, Alex Prokopoff, Alex Starr, Alex Tarnava, Alex Zachary, Alexandar Mechev, Alexander Black, Alexander 
Kiskin, Alexander  Sommers, Alexander Stricker, Alexander Turner,  Alexander Zissu, Alexandrian Negrila, Alexey Pakhomov, Alfonso Astorquia 
Bordegaray, Ali Saraira, Aliaksandr Sirazh, Alireza Alidousti, Alistair Turnbull, Alla Schatz, Allan Hill, Allan Kirchhoff, Allen Hoskins, Allison 
Deocampo, Allison Koberstein Illustration and Design, Alvaro Gomez, Amalia Chua, Amanda Gately, Amando Sandoval, Amber Blaylock, Ambrus 
Osko, Amund Hov, Ana Caballero Alvarez, Ana Metaxas, Anar Ismailov, Anat Paskin-Cherniavsky, Anders Carrales, Anderson Evans, Andre 
Heinonen, Andrea Tymczyszyn, Andreas Bjork, Andreas Steinbek, Andrej Tusicisny, Andrew Carter, Andrew Hamler, Andrew Heuer, Andrew 
Kittross, Andrew Liguori, Andrew Majercik, Andrew Monda, Andrew Reeves, Andrew Schindler, Andrew Spreadbury, Andrew Stratford, Andrew 
Vant, Andrew Warkentin, Andrew Wolf, Andries Arnout, Angela Dryden, Angelina Marko, Angus Gillott, Anna Kouprieva, Ann-Kathrin Haug, 
Anthony T Jackson, Anthony Fatica, Anthony Robinson, Anthony Southworth, Antoine Legrand, Antoine Lindsey, Antoine Philispart, Anton Pols, 
Anton Umnitsyn, Antonio Bianco, Archie Legette, Ariel Feinerman, Arndt Grieser, Arran McCutcheon, Arya Pourtabatabaie, Aseem Sachdeva, 
Ashley Hill, Aswien Jiawan, Austin Landry, Ayon Bhattacharya, B Watson, Bandonkers Web Service, Bank of America Employee Giving Program, 
Bank of the West, Barbara Godde, Baurzhan Kordabayev, Beate Garmatz, Ben Holmes, Ben Scelzi, Benjamin Armitage, Benjamin Bagenski,  
Benjamin Hemesath, Benjamin Posthill, Benjamin Yeung, Bernhard Wolf, Betty Rocker, Best Buy Employee Giving Program, Beverly Tanodra,

“Without him (Aubrey de 
grey) and the organisation 
(SRF), the cause of healthy 

aging and extending lifespan 
would be decades behind.”

- Jim Mellon
Co-Founder, Juvenescence

“It’s a little bit crazy to 
imagine a world where ageing 
is a choice, but I think it’s even 

crazier to imagine that humanity 
will never crack this problem.”

- Pineapple Fund
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need to get sick as we age. They created a 
scientific roadmap to repair the damage

 caused by aging and eventually keep it under 
medical control. I can’t think of a more important 

cause to donate to, than one that could save 
100,000 lives a day.”

- Jason Hope, entrepreneur 

“SENS Research Foundation
proposes that we don’t Necessarily

Bianca Graube, Bijish Abraham, Bjornar Meling, Book Crate, 
Boris Hoechstetter, Boris Karpa, Brad Hollister, Bradley 

Williams, Brady Schmuck, Bram Sturkenboom, Brandyn Webb, 
Brendan Cadle, Brendan Dolan-Gavitt, Brendan Thomas, Brent 

Nichols, Brian Collins, Brian Rizzo, Bright Funds Foundation, 
Brigitte Lackner, Britta Weiber, Brockton Hankins, Brookfield 

Investment, Bruce Gergley, Bruce Tizes, Bruno Ribeiro Cardoso, 
Bryant Smith, BuroKonig, Buzatu Radu, Byron Johnson, Cadar 
Vlad Alex, Cafer Dogan, Calum Chace, Calumn McAulay, Calvin 

Pelletier, Cambell Chiang, Cameron Turney, CanUCarve.com, 
Carl Borrowman, Carl Kenner, Carl Taphouse, Carl White, Carlo 

Zottmann, Carolina Garcia Canedo, Caroline Eike Ehrhardt, 
Carsten Oldenburg, Casper Cuenen, Cassia Way Investments 

LLC., Causecast Foundation, Chaithanya B S, Chao Wang, 
Charities Aid Foundation of America, Charles Bogusz, Charles 

Hannes, Charles Ruhland, Cheryl Kliewer, Chirag Pattni, Chloe 
De Freitas, Chris Goodwin, Chris Hammel, Chris Hibbert, Chris 

Wolk, Christian Kerner, Christian Labansky, Christian Walter, 
Christiane Wirt, Christine Davidson, Christine Peterson, 
Christoffer Eriksson, Christoph Thompson, Christopher 

Labastin, Christopher Linnell, Christopher Moerbe, 
Christopher Sanchez, Christopher Santero, Christos 

Theofanis Athanasiou, Cirilog Reyes, Clan of Meat and Fire, 
Clancy Morrison, Clay Christian, Clement Roy, Clinton Watson, 

Codee Ludbey, Colin Quinney, Collenburg Annelies, 
Constantine, Consultation INC., Corinna Andreas, Cory 

Kujawski, CRB Productions, Cult Basilisk LLC., Curry Taylor, 
Curtis Young, D Gralak, Dai-Hung Le, Dan and Linda Mabey, 

Dani Arnaout, Daniel Amthauer, Daniel Benjamin, Daniel Blatt, 
Daniel Cleveland, Daniel Dougherty, Daniel Flanagan, Daniel 

Galpin, Daniel Habib, Daniel Johansson, Daniel Jones, Daniel 
Nolan, Daniel Ntwali, Daniel Porreca, Daniel Yokomizo, Daniil 

Kononenko, Danny Angers, Dave Chapman, David Braun, 
David Gray, David Hawkins, David Hirlav, David Howard, David 

Johansson, David Ko, David Leiser, David Malyan, David 
Rockwell, David Saum, David Secor Jr, David Slate, 

David Wall, Dean Angen, Dean Penberthy, Declan Pearson-Victor, Denis 
Odinokov, Denisse Mellado Quintanilla, Dennis Muhlfort, Desiree Schultz, 
Devon Breeze, Diana Berendt, Diana Di Domenico, Dillan DiNardo, Dirk 
Paasche, Dmytro Tysmbalistyi, Dmytro Yashchenko, Do Nothing Media 
LLC., Domenic Eversmann, Domenico De Felice, Dominik Bieler, Dominik 
Rubo, Dragon Cloud LLC., Drazen Licinar, Dustin Biernacki, Dylan Hirsch-
Shell, Dylan Lacey, Dzmitry Safarau, Ebenezer Harris, Edison Deybis Abril, 
Eduardo Viegas, Edward de Grijs, Edward Imbier, Edward Johnson, Eero 
Teppo, Egor Chuykov, Einar Lund, Ekaterina Vladinakova, Electron Heaven 
LLC., Elias Toivola, Elisha Shaish, Elizabeth AkinsHayes, Elizabeth 
Woodall, Ellie Williams, Elvin Zarrinfar, Emanuele Ascani, Ender Mat, 
Eneric Petroleum Corp, Eran Alouf, Eren Yilmaz, Eric Hewitson, Eric 
Johnson, Eric Mann, Eric Morgen, Eric Smith, Erik Groessl, Erik Hugus, 
Erik Krüger, Erkki Sapp, Ernst Grunow, Esra Aydin, Estela Martinez, Estelle 
Perry, Ethan Brown, Etienne Egger, Eugen Nedelcu, Eugen Wall, Eugene 
Wolff, Evan Aprison, Evan Burger, Fabian Schaper, Fabien Roger, Fatima 
Guener, Felix Weimer, Ferenc Bozoki, Filip Karasko, Filip Matijević, Filippo 
Sciorilli, Five Oceans Acupuncture & Herb, Florenida Montesines, Florin 
Clapa, Forrest Desjardins, Francesc Ferrero, Francesco Arciuli, Francis 
Chalvaraj, Francis Galarregui, Francisco Castro Dominguez, Francisco Lopez 
Flores, Francisco Rivera, Frank Glover, Frank Weyer, Franziska Schrader, 
Frederic Fortier, Fredrik Axelsson, Fredrik Hultin, Fredrik Örnerstig, 
Friedrich Klinger, Gabriel Ledung, Gabriel Patterson, Gabriel Wright, 
Gabriela Georgieva, Gabriele Soatto, Galia Barkol, GamingFriends.net, Gatis 
Birkens, Geff Nesbitt Jr, Genevieve Donohue, Gennady Stolyarov, George 
Bayer, Gerhard Naudorf, GE United Way Campaign, Geza Brüser, Gian 
Joven Bonn Padrique, Gianluca Delvino, Gil Vonzowski, Giuliano Lavenia, 
Go Rattle the Stars - Digital Media, Gordana Burger, Graham Brechin, 
Graham McDonald, Graham Tyler, Greg Gillis, Gregor Olaszi, Gregorio 
Lumapas, Gregory Campos, Gregory Copploe, Grigor Khachaturov, 

“SENS (Research 
Foundation) 

is one of the most 
far thinking 

organizations, with 
incredible personnel 

and a plan for 
achieving its goals.”

- Jim Foster
ceo, foster foundation
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Grigory Katkov, Gtscientific LLC., Guilherme Campos, 
Guillaume Galdrat, Guillaume Giral, Guillermo Román Díaz, 
Kyle Patrick, Kyle Swigert, Larry Caddell, Lasse Simonen, 
Latter Rain LLC., Laura Nietz, Laura Sanborn, Laurel Brandon, 
Laurelle Procter, Laurent Hamers, Lawrence Shearer, Lee 
Gavrin, Leeland Deney, Leeyen Lip, Leigh Jevon, Lena Martinez, 
Leonid Velikovich, Leony Merks, Lev Reyzin, Lewis Grozinger, 
Liam Shore, Libor Behounek, Lincoln Mayer, Linda Seaman, 
Linda Steiger, Lindsey Hall, LinkedIn Matching Gifts, Linus 
Petersson, Lisa F. Heideman, Lisa McCormick, Lotte Ruitenbeek, 
Louis Burke, Luca Jährling, Lucas Schneble, Lucas Veras, Ludvig 
Larsson, Luis Rosias, Lukas Arvidsson, Lukas Henschke, Luke 
Webster, Luna Allan, M G Dillner, Madelyn Vann-Gaughan, 
Mads Tjørnfelt, Magnus Esbjorner, Magnus Hanson-Heine, 
Magnus Ulstein, Mahdi Daraei, Malak Sedarous, Manuela 
Sprich-Werner, Marc Fortin, Marc Lawrenson, Marcin Jękot, 
Marco Aurélio Carvalho, Marco Fabus, Margo Hennig, Maria 
Cristabel Oliva, Marin Zelenika, Marina Blum, Maritza Mills, 
Marius Ebert, Mark Bennett, Mark Elizaldi, Mark J Rosen, 
Mark Jaskula, Mark Milburn, Mark Sackler, Mark Suddens, 
Mark Whelan, Mark Williams, Market Share INC., Markus Borg, 
Markus Peitl, Markus Rigler, Märten Raidmets, Martijn Ditz, 
Martin Hackett, Martin Moosmann, Martin Precek, Martin 
Stolz, Martin Volejnik, Martina Toivanen, Mathieu Cloutier, 
Matías Pejko, Matthew Calero, Matthew Dancer, Matthew 
Huson, Matthew Kruger, Matthew Mendiola, Matthew Miles, 
Matthew O’Connor, Matthew Opdyke, Matthew Preston, 
Matthias Andre, Mattias Fröbrant, Mattias Wallander, 
Maurice Mullenders, Max Comess, Max Dochnal, Max Kanwal, 
Maximiliane Reisinger, Mayda Burillo de la M, McKenzie 
Hawkins, Melanie Bart, Melanie Schiedel, Melanie Wirtz, 
Merchant, Micah Calabrese, Mical Humphrey, Michael Beasley, 
Michael Burkhardt, Michael Cottrill, Michael Falcon, Michael 
Falk, Michael Fretty, Michael Gardner, Michael Härpfer, Michael 
Hart, Michael Harvey, Michael John Sato, Michael Long, 
Michael McCutchan, Michael Möhle, Michael Müller, Michael 
Packer, Michael Pickering, Michael Puleo, Michael Schulz, 
Michael Shumlich, Michael Weber, Michael Wiley, Michael Wise, 
Michał Szymacha, Michel Alexander Ebus, Michele Giannotti, 
Midas Explorer, Mihaly Szelepcsi, Mihkel Lukats, Mike 
Barraclough, Mike Dussault, Mike Thrall, Milan Krcek, Miles 
Clark, Milos Adai, Milos Stefanov, Mindaugas Andrulevicius, 
Mindswitch, Mircea Grecu, Mirco Melcher, Mirjam Parve, 

“SENS (RESEARCH FOUNDATION) 
provides a clear and logical framework

 for overcoming aging.  Given the magnitude 
and the impact of the problem that SENS tries to 
tackle, combined with the low amount of funds 

currently being dedicated from traditional sources, it 
is my belief that money spent on this endeavour might 
provide the highest return of benefit to society and 

oneself that is possible. The SENS Research
 Foundation does not shy away from the visionary 

high-risk high-reward type of research that is much 
needed today.”

- Anonymous donor

Mitja Gracar, Mitja Lustrek, Mohamed  Safras, Monika Schmidle, Mony Chhim, Moonlite Software LLC., Gustavo Rojas Almendariz, Håkon Karlsen, 
Hamish Braid, Hamish Guthrey, Hampus Magnisson, Hannah Bier, Hannes Carstens, Harrison and Sophia Store, Harry Haggith, Harry Nguyen, 
Hatem Sabry, Helena Garrett, Hendrik Hummel, Henrik Skinstad, Henry Briscoe, Henry Cannon, Herbert Gepp, Herleik Holtan, Hobbies Deluxe, 
Honest To Goodness INC., Host Hoarders, Howard and Barbara Bucey, Hugh Barney, Hugo Jacques, Ian Burton, Ian Hannaway, Ian Murphy, Igor 
Egin, Ihor Ratsyborynskyy, Ilpo Karjalainen, Ingo Beineke, Ioan Acatrinei, Ionut Giurea, Iris Lobbel, Irvan Sadat, Isabell Greife, Isabelle Görner, 
Israel Fefer, Itamar Shamshins, Iuri Smirnov, Ivan Cegledi, Ivan Grebenarov, Ivan Jimenez, Ivan Karlovich, Ivan Zhukov, Izabela Biniewicz, J Paul 
Hill, Jaakko Turja, Jack Corbin, Jacob Arambula-Wright, Jacob Mabey, Jacqueline Fonticella, Jaime Chavez-Riva, Jakob Elmgren, James Briscoe, 
James Harris, James Manning, James O’Brien, James Starks, Jan Grävemeyer, Jane Rieder, Janice LeCates, Janin Brosius, Janusz Mańkiewicz, 
Jason Morton-McKay, Jeff Beever, Jeff Bencin, Jeff Fuja, Jeff Zaroyko, Jeffrey Foust, Jeffrey Hochderffer, Jeffrey Long, Jelle Geerts, Jennifer 
Leroux, Jeremy Brown, Jermaine Coley, Jeroen Dombeek, Jerry Searcy, Jesse Samluk, Jewelery Shop, Jhoannaluz April Solis, Joan Jorquera Grau, 
Jocimar Luiz Da Silva, Jock Simm, Joe Solomon, Joel Kehle, Joern Hendrichs, Johan Edström, Johan Katalanc, Johannes Damarowsky, Johannes 
Unser, Johannes von Koskull, John Bryson, John Burke, John de Boer, John Duignan, John Gillan, John Kaaper, John Maranski, John Mariani, 
John Navilliat, John Rothe, John Salvati, John Sanderson, John Strickland, John Young, Johnno Pastor, Johnny Courmontagne, Jon Schermann, 
Jonas Arian, Jonathan Godley, Jonathan Summers, Jonathan Wood, Jonathon Sellers, Jonno Meindert, Jordan Duncan, Jörg Schmitz, Jorge Luis 
Lazo de la Vega Breton, Jose L Ricon, Joseph Bruggeman, Joseph Drumgoole, Joseph Meisenhelder, Joseph Oliva, Joseph Purcell, Joseph Salerno, 
Joseph Sikorski, Joseph Stewart, Josh Burgess, Joshua Ball, Joshua Carrig, Joshua Grose, Joshua Le Vine, Joshua Lieberman, Joshua Modern, 
Joshua Pelton, Joshua Titus, Joshua Zelinsky, Josip Musac, Jounayd Id Salah, Julia Kretschmann, Julian Pascal Beier, Jurgen Voorneveld, JustGive, 
Justin Hilyard, Justin Loew, Justin Spinks, JV Multimedia INC., Jytte Olesen, Kabir Brar, Kai Chung Ng, Kaiyin Poon, Kaloyan Kolev, Karel Hulec, 
Karen Daniels Author, Karen Holson, Karl Miosga, Kasper Andkjær, Katrin Sonntag, Keith Hoyes, Kendrick Fountain, Kent Lassen, Kevin Cutler, 
Kevin Gabbert, Kevin Henriksen, Kevin Hincker, Kevin Kim, Kevin Perrott, Kevin Thomas Go, Kimberley Williams, Kinjalben Patel, Kiva Design, 
Kong Leuk Sum Rayson, Kou Moua, Kris Jensen, Kristian Gennaci, Krisztián Ipacs, Krisztián Pintér, Kurt Whittemore, Kyle Bledsoe, Kyle Drager, 
Kyle Litwin, Muhammad Aghyad Alnabki, MWC Contracts LLC., 
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Sadruddin Junejo, Sagan Bolliger, Sagan Bolliger Consulting, 
Sakari Lahti, Sam MacLeod, Sam Turner, Samet Mavis, Sampo 
Saarinen, Samuel Fernández Méndez Trelles, Samuel Mathes, 
Samuel Miller, Samuel Morrison, Samuel Smith, Samuel Yuri 

Santos Nogueira, Sandro Ring, Sapiens, Sarah Kenny, Saviour 
Baldacchino, Scott Breton, Scott O’Flaherty, Scott Walker, Sean 
McGuirk, Sean Quinnell, Sean Roy, Sebastian Dengg, Sebastian 
Nicolas Müller, Sebastian Pye, Sebastiana Cortés Águila, Sergey 

Solo, Seth Thesing, Shannon Vyff, Shaun Olafson, Shawn 
Carpenter, Shelby Macario, Silke König, Simon Brüggemann, 

Simon Burns, Simon Farrow, Simon Löfvall, Simon Lyons, Simon 
Vigonski, Songran Shi, Sonia Rodriguez, SquareUp, Stanciu 

Gabriel, Stefan Holdener, Stefanie Gossner, Steffan Agertoft 
Condamine, Steffen Hustad, Stephen Willis, Stephens Capital 
INC., Steve Hammett, Steven Bulger, Steven Johnsen, Steven 

Tuttle, Stipe Višić, Studio Pirilö, Sudin Bajracharya, Sultan 
Mehmood, Susanne Levin, Tamay Besiroglu, Tamir Morag, 

Tasheka  D Williamson, Tayfun Sangiray, Taylor Pagani, 
Taylor Warnken, Teagan Sorensen, Techie Nerd INC., Teespring 
LLC., Texas Instruments Foundation, The Gift Factory, Thibaut 

Latude, Thomas Cummings, Thomas de la Veaux, Thomas Ersfeld, 
Thomas Fitzsimmons, Thomas Hoinacki, Thomas Malloy, Thomas 

Murphy, Thomas Murtagh, Thomas Poglitsch, Thomas S. Evans, 
Thomas Schaefer, Thomas Schmiedeke, Thomas Vandenhede, 

Thomas Wallen, Thrivous, Tiberiu Jinga Dinu, Tiju Oliver, Tim 
Heiszwolf, Tim Kofoed, Tim Sullivan, Timmy Forsberg, Timo 

Bremer, Timothy Chambers, Timothy Plourde, Timothy 
Robinson, Timothy Waller, Tino Nitze, Tira Satori, TisBest 

Philanthropy, Tobias Bruns, Toby Rane, Todd Derek Thomas, 
Tom Jonaitis, Tomas Doskocil, Tomáš Marius, Tomasz Grykias, 

Tomasz Piotrowski, Tomislav Ferber, Tommy Sørbråten, Tony 
Boyles, Tony Otis, Torulv Gjedrem, Tracy Hughes, Transoniq, 

Tristan Elby, Tristan Turpin, Trophonix, Troy Tompkins, Truls 
Hansen, Tushar Singal, Twitch, Tyge Zobbe, Tylar Murray, Udo 

Schmidtke, UK Online Giving Foundation, Ulf Grieme, Uri 
Farkas, Valerio Lomanto, Vegard Nøtnæs, Veni Vidi Vici LLC., 

Victor Werlhof, Viktor Demchenko, Vili Tomc, Vincent Monnier, 
Vincenzo Paduano, Vitaliano di Grazia, Vladan Penič, Vladimir 

Poroshin, Vladimir Shumskiy, Walter Crompton, Wattanapas 
Rungcharoon, Wayne Daly, Wilka Hudson, William DeVore, 

William Helstad, William Hughes, William Reed, Winston 
Harrell, Wisnu Prasetya Mulya, Wolfgang Wegerer, 

Wonhyuk Choi, Writer/Publisher Zero Books, Wuming Jiang, 
Wyatt Andersen, Yannick Becker, Yevgeniy Dukhovny, Yu Zhou, 

Yune Leou-on, Yunus Fazeli, Yuri Fedoriv, Yves Dorfsman, 
Zachary Seay, Zane Starkewolfe, Zaphiline Houeto, Zdravko 

Minchev, Zero Compromise Nutrition LLC., Zoe Goh

Mykola Dimura, Myles Berdock, Myles Randall, Nachhilfe, Nasim Bahbahani, Nathan Astill, Nathan Dietrich, Nathan Swan, Nathaniel Hartten, 
NathanWailes.com, Naveta Ek, Neal Conner, Neal Strobl, Neil Guild, Neil Richler, Nelson J M Silva, Netcentre, Nicholas Enukidze, Nicholas Gilmore, 
Nicholas Kramer, Nicholas Martin, Nicholas Smith, Nicholas Wight, Nick Lonergan, Nicky Zardis, Nicola Klemenc, Nicolai Kilian, Nicolas Bouthors, 
Nicolas Chernavsky, Nicolas Dragojlovic, Nicolas Wiest, Nicole Jatzkowski, Nicole Schäfer, Nikhil Wagh, Nikita Sokolnikov, Niko Kokkila, Nilani 
Waldon-Hoes, Nina Pikula, Noah Huber-Feely, Noel De Leon, NomNom Insights, Nura Alshibli, Odai Athamneh, Ogechi Nnadi, Olaf Zumpe, Ole 
Martin Handeland, Oleg Pakhnyuk, Oleg Zlydenko, Oleksii Bilous, Olga Luaklo, Oliver Kelly, Oliver Rowland, Olivier Faye, Omar Gatti, Ori Eyal, Oriol 
Cordón Vergara, Orly Hedvat, Oskar Lundberg, Owen Abela, Øystein Årsnes, P Shaia, Pablo Linz, Pablo Riedemann, Pang Ngan Tan, Paolo Costabel, 
Parthipan Kamaleswaran, Pascal Krusen, Patrick Geiger, Patrick Hofmann, Patrick Pecoraro, Patryk Bajer, Patti Harter, Paul Amoreno, Paul Börner, Paul 
Dawkins, Paul Geise, Paul Laudun, Paul Massey, Paul Ryan, Paul Sommers, Paul Spiegel, Peleg Shraiber, Per Vikene, Peter Bellaby, Peter Brown, Peter 
Cappello, Peter Lyness, Peter Müller, Peter Neil, Peter Smit, Peter Spriggs, Philip Amoroso, Philip Curnick, Philip König, Philip Müller, Philip 
Ramsaur, Philipp Thalhammer, Phillip Jones, Phillip Pape, Phosphor Pictures, Pierce Harris, Pierre Allétru, Pierre Pastore, Piotr Pawlik, Platon Dickey, 
Playsz, Pop John Rosero, Priority Foundation, Priscilla Bittencourt, Propagandamon, Qualcomm Matching Grant Program, Rabiyatol Adawiya Abdul 
Basir, Radomír Alnas, Radosław Szalski, Rafael Cengiz Kilic, Ramana Kumar, Ramiro Suarez, Ramon Hernandez Perez, Raymond Jackson, Red Rock, 
Reid Siglin, Remus Buzatu, René van de Polder, Repsforjesus, Reuben Tracey, Rheanne Connell, Rhys Williams, Ricardo Da Cruz De Almeida, Ricardo 
Rodriguez Diaz, Richard Alvis, Richard Davis, Richard Hallam, Richard Hamilton, Richard Harris, Richard Hutton, Richard Kelly, Richard Lorenz, 
Richard Schultz, Richard Ten Hagen, Richard Wilson, Robert Canastra, Robert Connick, Robert G Wiley, Robert Holt, Robert Lane, Robert Maurice, 
Robert Quinn, Robert Stuart, Robert Thompson, Robert Wilkes, Robert Young, Roberta Scarlett, Robin Nicolet, Robotise.lt, Roger Baker, Roger Kurtz, 
Roger Tennant, Rohith BV, Rolf Böhme, Roman Sitelew, Romulus Gintautas, Ronald Hatch, Ronald Mcclendon, Ronald O’Connor, Ronny Rockel, 
Roope Kärki, Rory Ferguson, Roy Madden, Ruben Guazzelli, Ruggero Gabbrielli, Ryan Hibbs, Ryan Kolanz, Ryan Schabel, Sadegh Mirshekarianbabaki, 

“I’ve supported SENS (research
Foundation) over the last few years 

because they are on the forefront of
 many such developments and their 

approach to rejuvenation technologies 
has potential to both improve and extend 

human lives.”

- Michael antonov
Co-founder, oculus
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SRF Summer Scholars Program
2014 -  present

For the past seven years, SENS Research 
Foundation has sponsored educational 

programs to provide students high quality 
research opportunities and training 

experiences in the field of aging research.

The SRF Summer Scholars Program offers undergraduate students the opportunity to conduct 
biomedical research to combat diseases of aging, such as cancer, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s Disease. 
Under the guidance of a scientific mentor, each Summer Scholar is responsible for his or her own 
research project in such areas as genetic engineering and stem cell research. The Summer Scholars 
Program has been designed to develop well-spoken, critically thinking future scientists, healthcare 
professionals, and policy makers. 

Since 2014, the number of applications has steadily increased, culminating in 2017-2018 at ~500 
applications. The Summer Scholars Program continues to grow in stature and impact. Last year, 488 
students from 198 different colleges and universities across the country applied for twelve internship 
positions. This year, the program was advertised at over 300 colleges and universities. 

“It is my privilege to work with some of the brightest 
young minds from around the country. Through the 
Summer Scholars Program and the new Postbaccalaurate 
Fellowship Program, we hope to inspire pursuit of a career 
in aging research and the training necessary to become 
visionaries and scientific leaders in the aging field.”

dr. gregory chin
director of education
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In addition to raising SENS awareness 
with undergraduates across the nation, 

the program also continues to bolster 
relationships with SRF research partners. 

institutions
13 

publications
14 

interns
84

Summer Scholars projects have been hosted at such prestigious institutions as the Buck Institute 
for Research on Aging, Harvard Medical School, the Sanford Consortium for Regenerative Medicine, 
The Scripps Research Institute, the SRF Research Center, the University of Oxford, and the Wake 
Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine.

At least twelve Summer Scholars have 
been hired or extended by mentor 
labs following completion of their 
internships. 
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SENS Foundation Academic Initative

SENS Foundation Academic Initiative (SENSFAI) was the first student-focused SRF program, 
prior to the establishment of SRF Education. The SENSFAI began as the Methuselah Foundation 
Undergraduate Research Initiative (MFURI), founded by Dr. Kelsey Moody, now CEO at Ichor 
Therapeutics, Inc., and remained active through 2013.

Multiple members of its alumni body now occupy respected positions throughout the rejuvenation biotechnology space, e.g.: Dr. 
James Peyer (Managing Partner, Apollo Ventures), Dr. John Schloendorn (CEO, Gene and Cell Technologies), Max Peto (Director, 
Long Life Labs; Researcher, BioAge Labs), Dr. Igor Bussel (Surgical Fellow, Washing University SOM), and Dr. Aaron Stupple 
(Manager, Baystate Medical Center).

The goal of the program was to provide scholarships and research grants, in addition to networking 
and internship opportunities, to cultivate a generation of research scientists who would advance 
the SENS mission. In its first year, the program reached over 50 students in a dozen countries. 
Its alumni body now boasts numerous peer-reviewed publications and the organization galvanized 
prestigious partnerships with premier research institutions across the longevity science field. 

Kelsey Moody, 
SENSFAI/MFURI Founder

“When I first read Aubrey's materials at sens.org and the book Ending Aging, I was immediately 
inspired to contribute to the effort to bring age-related degeneration under complete medical 
control. I switched gears away from teaching accounting, started studying biochemistry, and began 
working on a literature review listed at the Academic Initiative's website.

SENSFAI Alumnus Perspective

This turned out to be a great way for me to take on a significant research challenge early on in my 
studies. My literature review, Aluminium and iron in humans: bioaccumulation, pathology, and 
removal, was published in Rejuvenation Research in 2010. Shortly after publication, Aubrey hired 
me to work in the SRF lab, and I've been working on rejuvenation biotechnology ever since.” SENSFAI ALUMNUS

Max Peto

srf summer scholars have attended and graduated from 
over 60 of the most prestigious universities in the world.
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Inspired by the clear need for a more robust training 
pathway to a career in rejuvenation biotechnology, SENS 
Research Foundation launched a pilot postbaccalaurate 
fellowship training program in 2018. 

POSTBACCALAUREATE 
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

the Postbaccalaureate Fellowship 
prepares participants for a career in 
regenerative medicine research. 

“Through the SRF Summer Scholars Program, I had the opportunity to go to the University 
of Oxford in 2017. One thing I enjoyed the most from the SRF Summer Scholars Program 
was meeting the other students who were just as passionate and enthusiastic about science 
as I was. The summer program not only improved my ability to write scientific abstracts 
and grants and to present research in multiple formats but also helped shape my career 
aspirations and opportunities.

I am now working in the Snyder Lab at the Sanford Consortium for Regenerative 
Medicine as a postbaccalaureate fellow through the SRF Postbaccalaureate Fellowship 
that was launched just this past year. I am working on elucidating the molecular basis 
of neurodegeneration in Alzheimer’s disease using human-induced pluripotent stem 
cells and developing a diagnostic tool for bipolar and Alzheimer’s disease using machine 
learning. I am currently applying to MD/PhD programs in neuroscience across the US and 
hope to continue working on Alzheimer’s research in the future as a physician-scientist.”

pi: evan snyder
location: Sanford Consortium for Regenerative Medicine

SRF Education is delighted to be able to offer this opportunity to a 
growing demographic of new scientists who are between undergraduate 
and graduate programs or longer-term career employment.

Postbaccalaureate Fellow Perspective

Heather Tolcher

2018

Under the guidance of a scientific mentor, each Fellow takes control of 
their own research project and completes writing assignments that will 
improve each Fellow’s ability to generate grant proposals, abstracts, 
and other scientific reports. 

Fellows are pursuing projects at the Buck Institute for Regenerative Medicine, The Scripps Research 
Institute, the SRF Research Center, and the Sanford Consortium for Regenerative Medicine. Topics of study 
range from stem cell-based regenerative therapies, immunosenescence, heart disease and will in the future 
encompass many other aging-relevant areas. 
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SRF SUMMER SCHOLARS

“The SRF Summer Scholars 
Program changed my 
trajectory in science. I feel 
like I came to the lab with a 
lot of interest but not a lot of 
technical skill. Through my 
internships, I improved my 
lab skills but also improved 
my ability to plan and execute 
quality experiments.

I’m currently working in 
the Biomedical Engineering 
Department at the University 
of Minnesota, in Dr. David 
K. Wood’s Living Devices 
Lab. My project is focused 
on building a 3D ECM-based 
cell culture platform for 
high-throughput applications 
using droplet microfluidics. 

I expect to finish my Ph.D. 
thesis and graduate this 
coming summer.”

“It was a last-minute addition 
of a gerontology seminar 
at UCLA that led to my 
discovery of SENS Research 
Foundation. After my initial 
scan of the website, I knew 
I was intrigued. A whole 
organization on a mission to 
tackle one of the biggest (if 
not the biggest) detriments 
to our health: aging.

It has been nearly 6 years 
since my internship, but 
thankfully, my SRF journey 
did not end that summer. 
I helped with subsequent 
conference outreach and 
eventually jumpstarted an 
atherosclerosis project. 

Currently, I am a medical 
student at Tufts University 
and will graduate in 2020.”

“I started my internship 
with just a yeast genetics 
background and learned 
almost everything with 
mammalian tissue culture 
work from Amutha. 

Amutha is one of the 
most detail-oriented and 
meticulous researchers I 
ever worked with. She would 
teach me in great detail really 
well when I first started, and 
then let me try it out on my 
own. 

Currently, I am pursuing my 
PhD at Columbia University 
Medical Center in the lab 
of Dr. Shan Zha in the 
Institute for Cancer Genetics 
at Herbert Irving Cancer 
Center.”

“My research as a SRF 
Summer Scholar was much 
more similar to my first 
year in graduate school 
than to any other research 
opportunities that I had as an 
undergraduate. 

The structure of the Summer 
Scholars Internship really 
pushed me to think deeply 
about my project beyond 
what other internships 
had done and was one of 
the experiences that better 
prepared me for my first year 
in graduate school.

 I am now a second year 
Ph.D. student at New York 
University studying bacterial 
evolution dynamics in the 
Kussell Lab.”

2012 2013 2014 2015
pi: Matthew O’Connor
location: SRF Research Center

Ali Crampton

pi: haroldo silva
location: SRF Research Center

navneet ramesh

pi: Amutha Boominathan
location: SRF Research Center

summer wang

pi: rachel brem
location: buck institute 
for research on aging

federica sartori

ALUMNI TIMELINE
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“My mentors helped really 
reinforce the importance of 
critical thinking, especially when 
designing experiments and 
interpreting results, which in 
turn refined my understanding 
of what it means to be a 
scientist. 

After graduating from Rutgers 
University in 2016, I interned 
at a shark research lab before 
moving to Singapore to work 
at Nanyang Technological 
University as a Project Officer. 

I then joined an incubator 
program called Entrepreneur 
First, where I am currently 
exploring and identifying 
problems in the areas of biotech/
medtech and environmentalism 
in the hopes of eventually 
spinning off a company.”

“I was a little nervous preparing 
for my Summer Scholars interview 
in biochem lab, but when I met 
[Director of Education] Greg Chin 
and Dr. Matthew O’Connor, I knew 
they would be fantastic people to 
work with.

When I  joined SENS Research 
Foundation as a Summer Scholar 
for the summer of 2017, Dr. 
O’Connor encouraged me to 
find my own path within our 
atherosclerosis project. I decided 
to dive into computational 
biochemistry. 

I came away from the summer with 
a whole new set of skills, friends, 
and coworkers, and I am happy to 
say that I am now an employee at 
SRF. I am thankful to SRF for giving 
me the opportunity to learn and 
the space to grow, and I am excited 
to see what the coming year will 
bring! Science rules!”

“I think my favorite memory of 
my Summer Scholar internship 
is having the day planned to the 
minute, 3 timers on the bench,    
and then also having a journal 
club meeting at the same time. I 
would check my experiments and 
then immediately run back not to 
miss anything from the fun and 
engaging discussions we had. 

I am really passionate about 
research in the field of 
regenerative medicine and being 
part of the SRF Summer Scholars 
Program helped expose me to 
a lot of great research that is 
currently happening not only 
at the SRF Research Center but 
also all around the US, and even 
internationally. 

 I am currently interviewing for 
Ph.D. programs while studying 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology at the University of 
Miami.”

2016 2017 2018
pi: Anthony Atala, In Kap Ko, James Yoo 
location: Wake Forest Institute 
for Regenerative Medicine

alicia lee

pi: matthew o’connor
location: SRF Research Center

amelia anderson

pi: Amutha Boominathan
location: SRF Research Center

Martina Velichkovska

Summer Scholars alumni from each year of the program 
share how their internship impacted their journey as part 
of the next generation of rejuvenation biotechnology 
professionals. 
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The SENS conference series was the world’s first conference program designed 
to address the concept of aging as accumulated cellular and molecular damage - 
based on the SENS damage repair paradigm. 

Each SENS conference connected researchers in a broad range of fields related to 
the aging process, creating unforseen opportunities for collaboration that many 
delegates cited as a highlight of their experience.

A total of six conferences were held bi-annually at Queen’s College in 
Cambridge, United Kingdom between 2003 and 2013, with presentations given 
by speakers from top academic institutions and companies around the world.

SENS CONFERENCE SERIES:

a new annual academic conference series introduced in 
2018 with the sponsorship and guidance of the forever 
healthy foundation in berlin, germany.

UNDOING AGING
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 Speakers and attendees from the sixth, and final, SENS Conference, SENS6. 

The Undoing Aging conference is 
focused on the cellular and molecular 
repair of age-related damage as the 
basis of therapies to bring aging under 
full control. Scientists, startups, and 
experts in their chosen fields come 
together to focus on the diseases of 
aging. 

Topics include stem cells, senescent 
cells, immunotherapies, biomarkers, 
and drug discovery. The conference 
is open to the scientific community, 
students, media, and any member of 
the broader rejuvenation movement.

Dr. Aubrey de Grey (left), Chief Science Officer of 
SENS Research Foundation, alongside Michael 
Greve (right), Chief Executive Officer of Forever 
Healthy Foundation, at Undoing Aging 2018.

w w w . u n d o i n g - a g i n g . o r g
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Photos: Erin Ashford Photography

In gratitude to our donors, we hosted a meet and greet with Dr. 
Aubrey de Grey and the entire staff of SENS Research Foundation at 
Herbst Theater in San Francisco, California on May 8th, 2018. 

2018 DONOR EVENT:

REJUVENATION BIOTECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE SERIES:

The Rejuvenation Biotechnology Conference series was 
SRF’s program of ground-breaking academic/industrial 
meetings, hosted in California, for three consecutive 
years from 2014 - 2016. 

With a strong focus on translational clinical research 
and regulatory issues, the tone of these events 
suggested a world in which the preventative application 
of regenerative medicine to age-related disease and 
disability is no longer a contentious theory, but instead 
a rapidly growing commercial enterprise.



Moscow, Russia
Startup Village, Moscow

Banff, Alberta, Canada
Global Business Forum

Monaco
Day One

Brussels, Belgium
Eurosymposium on 
Healthy Aging

Berkeley, Ca, USA
Aging Research and Technology 
Conference: Advances in Research & 
Investment Prospects

Novato, CA, USA
Live Better Longer: A Celebration of 30 
Years in Aging Research

Berlin, Germany
CUBE Tech Fair

Dublin, Ireland
Debating Ageing: A 
Transdisciplinary 
Engagement Forum

Leipzig, Germany
XPOMET(c)

Lausanne, Switzerland
Aging and Anti-Aging

Valencia, Spain
Longevity World Forum

Hannover, Germany
Keystone Symposia - Pushing the 
Limits of Healthspan and Longevity

San Diego, CA, USA
GenNext

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Ideas Weekend Festival

Hong Kong, China
The International Society of Behavioral 
Nutrition and Physical Activity (ISBNPA) 
Annual Meeting

San Francisco, CA, USA
Worlds Fair Nano

San Francisco, Ca, USA
BioDataWorld West 2018 New York, NY, USA

Age and Longevity in the 
21st Century

Ancona, Italy
International Expo-Meeting 
Innov-Aging (ISSNAF)

San Francisco, CA, USA
Chronicle Chats - Should 
We Live Forever? Astana, Kazakhstan

Summit for Global Challenges
New York, USA
Ending Age-Related Diseases: 
Investment Prospects & Advances in 
Research

Moscow, Russia
Future In The City

San Diego, Ca, USA
RAAD Festival 2018

Milpitas, Ca, USA
ICC Health Meets 
Technology

Johannesburg, South Africa
SingularityU Summit South Africa

El Paso, TX, USA
RESET

Burgos, Spain
Forum Of Culture

Paris, France
Festival of Ideas

Berlin, Germany
UNDOING AGING

over 60 speaking engagements,

and 20 different countries.
in 40+ different cities,
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Dr. David Brindley, Alliance Director
Alison Carter, Chief of Staff (Alliances)

2018 Alliance Clinical Studies:

1. ChroniSense National Early Warning Score Study (CHESS)

2. Utility of the Cardiac Electrical Biomarker (VECTRA)

2018 Alliance Events at the Univeristy of Oxford in Oxford, England:

1.  International Research Symposium and Fundraiser at St. Edmund Hall, University of Oxford

2.  “Improving Development of Health Apps & Standards (IDEAS)” Research Seminar  at University of  Oxford

3.  “Design of the Children and Young People’s Health Partnership (CHYP) Patient Web Portal and Clinical Research 
Database” Research Seminar at University of Oxford

Photo: Oxford University; Retrieved: https://www.ox.ac.uk/about/international-oxford/oxfords-international-profile?wssl=1

During 2018, the Alliance has focused on the development of infrastructure to support the adoption of novel 
therapeutics and diagnostics for age-related disease, digital health tools, and regulations and standards. This 
included supporting clinical trials for digital health tools and medical devices, along with a number of industry 
academic partnerships and multi-stakeholder events.

2018 highlights

The Alliance program supports translational research, regulatory policy, and 
public engagement activities by working with partners from public and private 
organizations across the world. It provides a translational bridge to real world 
impact for SRF fundamental research.

SRF ALLIANCE

alliance leadership
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Paediatric Obesity Digital Health Application: A Feasibility Study
Health Education England
E. Meinert, Sir David Cooksey Fellow
The purpose of this project is to evaluate a patient education and engagement application made for young people, centered on 
health promotion to combat obesity.

Digital Activity Line Coordination and Strategy
European Institute of Innovation and Technology: EIT Health
E. Meinert, Sir David Cooksey Fellow

The purpose of this sub-activity is to complete landscape analysis on the use of digital education technology for medical education 
and patient engagement. This research will inform strategic recommendations for the implementation of digital technology for 
EIT Health CAMPUS education programmes.

Data Science for Health: Real World Evidence
European Institute of Innovation and Technology: EIT Health
E. Meinert, Sir David Cooksey Fellow
This course will introduce participants to the intersection of real-world evidence (RWE) and healthcare, and provide the 
opportunity to understand and develop new methods for data analysis. Real World Data (RWD) defines the substantial quantity 
of data that falls outside the boundaries of controlled clinical trials -- data that is increasingly being used to inform decision-
making in healthcare.

European Network for the Joint Evaluation of Connected Health Technologies
E. Meinert, Sir David Cooksey Fellow
ENJECT is a 4-year research coordination programme funded by COST - the longest running European framework that supports 
trans-national cooperation among researchers, engineers, and scholars across Europe. ENJECT falls within the realm of 
Connected Health research which focuses on a new technology-enabled model of healthcare delivery and encompasses terms 
such as wireless, digital, electronic, mobile, and tele-health. ENJECT will help to learn how to connect therapies, patients, and 
care-givers to deliver optimum health results in an era of stretched resources and increasing demands.

Japanese Society for Science Promotion
M. van Velthoven, Sir David Cooksey Fellow
Health services are increasingly expected to deliver better value healthcare equally to all of those in need (regardless of gender, 
age, background, socio-economic status, religion etc.), and to embrace and harness mobile tools given the rapid uptake of 
smartphones and apps. The planned work will fill this gap in the literature by providing an overview of how health apps are used 
by the public, patients, and healthcare workers in low- and middle-income countries.

The Impact of Climate Change on Public Health
European Institute of Innovation and Technology: EIT Health
E. Meinert, Sir David Cooksey Fellow

Climate change is negatively impacting health through direct and indirect effects and is considered today to be a major public 
health concern. It is predicted that through effective empowerment of local communities, combating climate change and 
reversing man-made damages will be achieved provided we act immediately. This sub-activity will engage the issue of climate 
change through two challenge-based cases.

sir david cooksey fellows projects
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In this section, we put the spotlight on some of the companies and founders that SRF has 
empowered to become key players in making the first SENS-strand-relevant technologies a 
reality for patients sooner rather than later.

SENS Research foundation invests in the future of regenerative 
medicine by providing funding and support to promising 
biotechnology startups. 

Adjacent strands of proteins in aging tissues accumulate crosslinks that limit their ability to move 
independently, leading the tissues to become stiff and lose their elasticity. This contributes to strokes, renal 
failure, and other end-target pathologies. Cleaving these crosslinks would allow these adjacent strands of 
protein to move freely again, partially restoring tissue elasticity and reducing these devastating outcomes. 
Crosslinking by glucosepane — a kind of Advanced Glycation Endproduct (AGE) crosslinking — is thought 
to be a major contributor to tissue crosslinking with age. 

The Yale group behind Revel has developed reagents to enable the development of glucosepane-cleaving 
agents and its own candidate agents. 

REVEL LLC:

covalent bioscience:
Transthyretin (TTR), a protein involved in the transport 
of vitamin A and thyroid hormones, is susceptible 
to becoming a sticky amyloid, which deposits in the 
joints, carpal tunnels, and most importantly the heart, where it causes senile cardiac amyloidosis (SCA) —a 
major contributor to heart failure, and the most important contributor to the deaths of supercentenarians.

Catabodies are catalytic antibodies: fragments of IgM antibodies that target aberrant proteins for destruction. 
Conventional therapeutic antibodies targeting aggregated proteins bind tightly to their target amyloid, 
with the aim of mobilizing it from the tissue for eventual excretion or degradation. However, this need for 
conventional antibodies to bind their target for an extended period is inefficient and it may be responsible 
for the side-effects that have plagued most immunotherapies targeting beta-amyloid in the brain, as the 
antibody-aggregate complex becomes snared in the blood-brain barrier, leading to damage to brain blood 
vessels. 

Because catabodies catalytically cleave their target instead of binding it, one catabody molecule can cleave 
multiple aggregate targets before being degraded, and the risk of cerebral vascular side-effects is reduced 
because antibody-aggregate complexes only exist transiently.

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE
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Oisín Oncology, Inc.

The tumor-suppressor gene p53 is the single most frequently mutated gene 
in human cancer, being involved in roughly 50% of all invasive tumors and in 
more than 80% of some of the most difficult-to-treat ones. These mutations are 
considered “undruggable” because most p53 mutations’ contribution to cancer comes 
from the absence of a functional protein, with no change in the expression of the gene in 
most cases, so there is an absence of anything with which a drug might interact. 

Oisín’s platform technology uses non-integrating genetic “suicide switches” that overcome this problem 
by providing the cancer cell with a functional p53 promoter, whose activation by the cancer cell’s primed 
transcription factors acts as the “on switch” that drives the expression of a cellular apoptotic factor such 
as caspase 8, eliminating the cancerous cell.

Oisín biotechnologies:

Oisín Biotechnologies SENSolytics 

The aging body accumulates senescent cells, which exist in a state of growth arrest and secrete a mixture 
of inflammatory cytokines, proteinases, growth factors, and other factors that is collectively termed the 
Senescence-Associated Secretory Phenotype (SASP). Extensive evidence links senescent cells to age-
related inflammation, cancer, and other diseases of aging — and conversely, studies show that clearing 
senescent cells from aging tissues delivers sweeping rejuvenating effects in both otherwise-healthy but 
aging animals and animal models of age-related disease. 

“Senolytic” drugs that destroy senescent cells by inhibiting the cell-survival pathways on which senescent 
cells differentially rely are now close to reaching the clinic. But these drugs have significant limitations: 
healthy cells also rely on these same pathways for survival in times of crisis, leading to the risk that 
senolytic agents will destroy hard-to-replace healthy cells along with the senescent ones when those cells 
are under stress. 

Oisín’s platform technology uses non-integrating genetic “suicide switches” that can be induced and 
withdrawn from the body entirely at will. In this case, the promoter for p16 (a gene expressed in many 
senescent cells and not normal ones) acts as the “on switch” that drives the expression of a cellular 
apoptotic factor, leading to the selective destruction of senescent cells. 
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arigos biomedical:

Arigos is developing a novel organ and tissue 
storage solution that will overcome the barriers 
to vitrification, the extreme low-temperature 
conversion to a stable glass state, which would 
dramatically extend organ shelf life. 

By replacing blood with a gas, Arigos can eliminate 
the tendency of freezing biological fluids to 
crystalize and damage cells, without the use of 
the toxic “antifreeze” chemicals that have hitherto 
been the strategy to prevent this damage. 

“Mike and Aubrey hired me in January 2010 to take on operations 
for SENS Foundation. The lab was located in an incubator space. 
We had a downstairs and an upstairs, lab benches on the ground 
floor with a deathtrap of a meeting space above. It didn’t take 
long to realize that the incubator was not going to be a suitable 
environment for the kind of research we wanted to do. [SRF CEO] 
Mike gave me a budget, and I went looking for a new home for the 
Foundation.

Four months of searching for the right home and a mere $50k was 
enough to get the team the tools they needed to get to work in their 
new home. I am proud of that accomplishment. At SRF, I helped to 
build my first happy, productive research lab. Then, I helped it to 
grow as the needs of the organization evolved.

In the early days, the research agenda was also somewhat controversial, and it has been delightful to watch acceptance 
grow over time. Today, I am building my second happy, productive research lab; and it’s a hard thing. After 25 years 
of non-profit work, I’ve learned that startups are a very different challenge.

Our mission at Arigos is also the extension of healthy human lifespan, and we're using cryobiology at temperatures 
so low that our NASA colleagues insist they can only be considered "hostile". SRF gave me an educational experience 
that helped me considerably in building this new lab [for Arigos]. It gave us funding when we would otherwise 
have had to shut the doors. And it gave me people who will forever be friends.”

Every year, thousands of people die waiting for a needed organ 
transplant, even as tens of thousands of donated organs are discarded. 
The key problem is time: organs can only be kept viable for a matter 
hours after they are harvested, and distance and logistics often conspire 
to prevent a potential match. Technologies to substantially lengthen 
organ storage time could save many lives and reduce a great deal of 
worry and suffering. 

Organ vitrification testing in the Arigos laboratory

tanya jones
ceo, arigos biomedical

former chief operating 
officer, sens research 
foundation

SRF Past and present: tanya jones
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ichor therapeutics:
Ichor Therapeutics: Antoxerene/RecombiPure

Some protein-protein interactions that could 
theoretically be targeted by small molecule 
drugs as a means of indirectly eliminating 
aging damage are difficult to target in practice, 
because the target proteins themselves cannot 
be manufactured at sufficient purity and scale 
as to enable high-throughput screening. p53 is 
a good example, both for cancer and senescent 
cells: in both cases, the offending cell type is able to survive because p53 is inactivated through 
interactions with another protein (the Mdm2 oncoprotein and FOXO4, respectively). Drugs that 
could interrupt these interactions could therefore nudge these age-related aberrant cell types to 
self-destruct. 

Antoxerene’s proprietary RecombiPure expression technology allows them to manufacture full-
length, properly-folded, biologically active human p53 and other hard-to-synthesize proteins at 
scale in E. coli, enabling high-throughput screening of drugs to target them.

Ichor Therapeutics: LYSOCLEAR

Age-related macular degeneration (ARMD) is 
the leading cause of blindness in persons over 
the age of 55 in developed countries. It is caused 
by the death of photoreceptors in the back of 
the eye, which in turn is the result of the death 
and dysfunction of the Retinal Pigmented 
Epithelium (RPE) cells. RPE are killed or 
rendered dysfunctional by the accumulation of 

intracellular aggregates, the most important of which is A2E, a toxic derivative of vitamin A that 
accumulates in RPE lysosomes. 

LYSOCLEAR is a classic application of the lysoSENS strategy of identifying enzymes from microbes 
and other sources that are capable of degrading a material that the cell is not equipped to handle 
(in this case A2E and other RPE aggregates), and targeting modified versions of those enzymes to 
the affected cells, enabling them to eliminate the waste product and return to function. 
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SRF RESEARCH ADVISORY BOARD

Pedro Alvarez, PhD
Rice University

Julie K. Andersen, PhD
Buck Institute for 
Research on Aging

Marisol Corral-Debrinski, PhD
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie

Irina Conboy, PhD
UC Berkeley and Berkeley 
Stem Cell Center

George Church, PhD
Harvard University and MIT

Judith Campisi, PhD
Buck Institute for 
Research on Aging

Maria A. Blasco, PhD
Spanish National Cancer 
Research Centre

Anthony Atala, MD
Wake Forest Institute for 
Regenerative Medicine

Daniel Kraft, MD
Singularity University

Brian Kennedy, PhD
Buck Institute for 
Research on Aging

Jay Jerome, PhD
Vanderbilt University 
Medical Center

William Haseltine, PhD
Haseltine Global Health

S. Mitchell Harman, MD, PhD
Phoenix VA Health Care System

Leonid Gavrilov, PhD
University of Chicago

Gabor Forgacs, PhD
University of Missouri-
Columbia and Organovo

Jyothi Devakumar, PhD
Evolvis Consulting

Jerry Shay, PhD
University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical Center

Nadia Rosenthal, PhD
Jackson Laboratory for 
Mammalian Genetics

Bruce Rittmann, PhD
Arizona State University

Graham Pawelec, PhD
Tübingen University

Janko Nikolich-Zugich, MD, PhD
University of Arizona

Stephen Minger, PhD
SLM Blue Skies Innovations, Ltd.

Chris Mason, PhD
University College London

Jeanne Loring, PhD
Scripps Research Institute

Michael West, PhD
AgeX Therapeutics

Jan Vijg, PhD 
Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine

Fyodor Urnov, PhD
UC Berkeley and Altius Institute 
for Biomedical Sciences

Rudolph Tanzi, PhD
Harvard University

Alexandra Stolzing, PhD
Loughborough University

Evan Snyder, MD, PhD
Sanford Burnham Prebys 
Medical Discovery Institute

Vladimir Skulachev, ScD
Moscow State University

david spiegel, PhD
yale University

Distinguished specialists and world-renowned experts guide our research 
budget and ensure focus on projects with the greatest potential to make 
major breakthroughs in age-reversing biomedicine.
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10 YEARS OF RESEARCH

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2018

2017

We built a team, collected the tools we needed 
to do the work, and the rest is history.

In terms of science, the goals were clearly to pursue the development of medicines that 
would turn back the clock of aging, to actually develop medicines that would genuinely 
rejuvenate the body by restoring the molecular and cellular structure and composition 
of the body to something like how it is in early adulthood. We would be the pioneers; we 
would be the kind of engine room of all of this.

- Dr. Matthew O’Connor

- Dr. Aubrey de Grey

“

”

“
”

SRF’s first Silicon Valley lab - a 
small section of incubator space 
in Sunnyvale, CA,

Moving into what would 
become the Research Center 
and SRF headquarters in 
Mountain View, CA.

“Use what you’ve got” - early on, 
blots were processed with X ray 
film and developer fluid.

By 2012, multiple intramural 
research programs were 
operating in-house.

Infrastructure grows with 
advanced equipment, like a 
flow cytometer.

No more X ray film - the 
scientists acquire the 
countertop “digital 
darkroom”.

Student interns became a 
regular sight in the lab, gaining 
valuable experience and 
mentoring.

Automation became a staple 
in the lab with the liquid 
handling robot, “Otto”.

3D printing helped to produce 
custom labware while reducing 
equipment costs.

The SRF team continues 
to grow in number and 
expertise to stay on the 
cutting edge of rejuvenation 
biotech.
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Mitochondria are the tiny cellular “power plants” in our cells, and like other 
power plants, they generate waste in the process — free radicals, which over 
time damage mitochondrial DNA. As a result, a small but rising number of 
our cells get taken over by such dysfunctional mitochondria as we age. These 
damaged cells in turn export toxic molecules to far-flung tissues, contributing to 
Parkinson’s disease, age-related muscle dysfunction, and other conditions.

SENS Research Foundation Research Center 
Principal Investigator: Amutha Boominathan
Research Team: Bhavna Dixit, carter hall, Caitlin Lewis, matthew o’Connor, martina Velichkovska

Engineering New Mitochondrial Genes to Restore Mitochondrial Function
MITOSENS

“Mitochondria are such interesting little creatures, and I couldn't be happier with what we've 
done so far. The thing that blows my mind is that, 8 years later, I’m still learning so much 
about mitochondria every week! It’s a constant adventure. Since our initial breakthrough - 
moving two targeted mitochondrial genes to the cell nucleus - that we published in 2016, the 
progress has been exponential.” - Dr. Matthew O’Connor

In 2016, the MitoSENS team achieved a major breakthrough in successfully demonstrating efficient 
replacement of the missing mitochondrial ATP8 gene in cells from a human patient with an ATP8 mutation, 
restoring their ability to produce energy using the most efficient pathway. 

After significant work to extend 2016’s breakthrough to other genes, the team discovered that an established 
method already widely used in biotechnology could also be applied to enable significantly more consistent 
production of allotopically-expressed protein. To test this novel method more broadly, the MitoSENS group 
first briefly allotopically expressed each of the thirteen vulnerable mitochondrial genes via a transient loop 
of DNA located in the cytosol. Versions of the genes engineered the new way produced a great deal more 
RNA than the same genes engineered in the way that all previous investigators have used.

All thirteen of the genes engineered in this new way were able to produce actual protein, versus only a fraction 
of the conventionally-engineered genes. This milestone achievement is being prepared for publication in a 
scientific journal as of this writing, and tests are now underway to verify that all proteins thus expressed 
are properly incorporated into the mitochondria’s energy-production system.

Mitochondrion diagram 
(via wikimedia commons)

The MitoSENS program exists to pursue the goal of achieving a grand engineering solution to the problem 
of accumulation of cells with these mutation-bearing mitochondria: allotopic expression of functional 
mitochondrial genes. Allotopic expression involves placing “backup copies” of all of the protein-coding 
genes of the mitochondria in the cell’s nucleus. From this “safe harbor”, the copied genes can then direct 
the cell’s machinery to produce engineered versions of the missing mitochondrial proteins and deliver them 
to the mitochondria. With their full complement of proteins restored, mitochondria can resume producing 
energy normally, despite lacking the genes to produce them on their own.
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The team has compared performance between ‘traditional’ and novel systems for producing allotopic ATP8 in 
cells derived from FVB mice, which bear a minor but significant mutation in ATP8.  The cells engineered using 
the novel method produced significantly more actual ATP8 protein than those engineered the conventional 
way – and it is important to note that in this experiment, the new genes were cemented into the nucleus and 
expressed from there, thus mimicking the goal for human MitoSENS therapies. The allotopically-expressed 
protein works as intended when using the improved system: it enters the mitochondria, incorporates 
properly into the energy-producing machinery, and significantly enhances these cells’ ability to survive 
when they are forced to rely on the mitochondria’s primary energy-generation mechanism.

matthew o’connor
vp of research, 
sens research

foundation

“In 2009, just as I'd finished my postdoctoral work, Aubrey pitched me 
to join the MitoSENS project at the new research center that he and the 
new 'SENS Foundation' were creating. At first I was nervous to take on the 
project because I had no experience at all working with mitochondria! But 
Aubrey wanted someone with a general background in aging research, who 
would be able to think about the problems from the SENS damage repair 
perspective. That convinced me that I was the right person for the job. 

The double challenge of learning a new field and taking on an inherently 
difficult project was a tall hill to climb. We have a huge amount of results 
that we want to publish in the next year, and way more new ideas to test 
than time to work on them. We expect that progress will be swift from 
here on out!”

Next, the MitoSENS team plans to demonstrate efficacy in living, breathing mice – specifically,  Maximally 
Modifiable Mice (MMM), a novel line of mice created by Stanford researchers with SRF funding (see Page 
36). The new MMM-derived mouse model will have the allotopic ATP8 construct engineered into their 
nuclear genomes from conception, but will have mitochondria (and thus mitochondrial DNA) derived from 
FVB mice, with their mutant ATP8 gene. 

SRF Past and present: MITOsens origins

MitoSENS team members (from left): Amutha 
Boominathan (PI), Caitlin Lewis, Bhavna Dixit. 
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This work, in conjunction with behavioral studies to be performed in collaboration with the Brand lab at the 
Buck Institute, is expected to prove that the allotopic gene actually functions in vivo, restoring the mice’s 
ability to generate cellular energy efficiently.
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LYSOSENS

Many diseases of aging are driven in part by the accumulation of “junk inside cells.” These are  waste products derived 
from the metabolic processes particular to specific cell types. The accumulation of these wastes disables the cell type 
in question and leads to their dysfunction; after decades of silent accrual, a critical number of these cells become 
dysfunctional, causing diseases of aging characteristic of that tissue to erupt. For example, atherosclerotic lesions form 
when immune cells called macrophages take in 7-ketocholesterol (7-KC) and other damaged cholesterol byproducts in 
an effort to protect the arterial wall from their toxicity, only to ultimately fall prey to that same toxicity themselves. 
These macrophages — now dysfunctional “foam cells” — become immobilized in the arterial wall and release 
inflammatory molecules that in turn promote advanced atherosclerosis, heart attack, and stroke. In other organs, the 
accumulation of damaged molecules inside vulnerable cells drives Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, as well as age-
related macular degeneration.

In an exciting development, the team has engineered a lead compound following evaluation of data from human blood 
sample tests in conjunction with computer modeling to predict the likely behavior of rationally-designed molecules. 
Preliminary testing indicates performance consistent with enhanced activity relative to the existing family of 
compounds: specifically, the candidate molecules exhibit selective targeting of 7KC, with significantly reduced affinity 
for native cholesterol. A patent application for this lead compound and others to be derived from it has now been 
submitted.

“LysoSENS - like MitoSENS - originated in 2005, in two different locations: 
Rice University and Arizona State University, headed up by two PhD students: 
Jacques Mathieu and John Schloendorn, respectively.  At Rice, Jacques was 
working on atherosclerosis and in Phoenix, most of the work was on macular 
degeneration -- that work subsequently came here to the RC. 

We continued the macular degeneration work at the research center for about 
four years; eventually it was picked up by Kelsey Moody, who worked with 
us for a while and then went to start his own company - Ichor Therapeutics. 
Meanwhile, the atherosclerosis work has recently been revitalized as another 
internal LysoSENS program, and is now also doing very well.”

aubrey de grey
Chief science officer,
sens research 
foundation

SRF Past and present: lysosens origins

The LysoSENS team is now working to advance their existing molecules through traditional pre-animal drug-testing 
regimens, as well as continuing to create new versions of the drug that may be even more specific for 7-KC. Meanwhile, 
they are also working with partners to begin testing the absorption, circulation to tissues, and routes and rates of 
metabolism and excretion of their lead candidate, and to perform toxicity assays. The Research Center has also recently 
acquired a new robotic system to render their assays even faster and more precise, which our in-house engineer Anne 
Corwin is working to set up and program; the end result should be an increase in throughput that allows for faster 
testing of more molecules.

LysoSENS team members (from left): Carolyn Barnes, Sirish Narayanan, 
Anne Corwin, Matthew O’Connor, Amelia Anderson

The LysoSENS team has created a family of small molecules 
that may be able to selectively remove toxic forms of 
cholesterol from early foam cells and other cells in the blood. 
If effective, these small molecules could serve as the basis for 
a groundbreaking therapy that would prevent and potentially 
reverse atherosclerosis and, possibly, heart failure. The team 
has developed an automated assay to quickly testing candidate 
drugs against 7KC, as well as testing for potential off-target 
effects.

A Small Molecule Approach to Removal of Toxic Oxysterols as a Treatment for Atherosclerosis
SENS Research Foundation Research Center
Principal Investigator: Matthew O’Connor
Research Team: Amelia Anderson, carolyn barnes, angielyn campo, Anne Corwin, Sirish Narayanan
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EXTRAMURAL  & COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH 

Enhancing Innate Immune Surveillance of Senescent Cells
Buck Institute for Research ON AGING & SRF research Center
Principal Investigator: Judith Campisi (Buck Institute)
Research Team: Abhijit Kale (Buck Institute), Matthew o’connor (SRF), 
Matthew Stocker (SRF)

When cells acquire DNA damage that puts them at risk of 
becoming cancerous, they are programmed to enter a new state 
called senescence in which they lose their ability to replicate 
and undergo various metabolic changes. Over time, senescent 
cells accumulate in aging tissues, spewing off a cocktail of 
inflammatory and growth factors, as well as enzymes that break 
down surrounding tissue (the “senescence-associated secretory 
phenotype” (SASP)). The charge sheet against senescent cells 
has expanded into a remarkable litany of age-related diseases. 

Multiple studies have documented that the converse is also true: 
“senolytic” drugs and gene therapies that destroy senescent 
cells exert sweeping rejuvenating effects in aging, both in 
“normally” aging laboratory animals and in animal models 
of multiple diseases of aging. In theory, however, senolytic 
therapies shouldn’t be necessary. The body’s immune system is 
on continuous patrol against senescent cells: our natural killer 
(NK) cells recognize senescent cells as abnormal, bind to them, 
and release substances that trigger the senescent cells to self-
destruct. 

In an SRF-donor-funded collaboration between Dr. Judith 
Campisi’s lab at the Buck Institute and the SRF Research 
Center, this project seeks to answer the critical question of 
why senescent cells are able to accumulate with age despite 
the existence of this immune surveillance system, and what we 
might do to enhance immune surveillance and elimination of 
these cellular saboteurs.

Dr. Campisi has found that about ten percent of senescent 
cells are resistant to being killed, even by fresh NK cells, 
suggesting that these resistant cells are the ones that escape 
immunosurveillance and accumulate in aging tissues. Her 
research team and other scientists have developed preliminary 
data suggesting mechanisms whereby senescent cells can make 
themselves invisible to NK cells, thus protecting themselves 
from destruction. The Buck-SRF collaboration is seeking to drill 
further down into these questions and test possible means to 
intervene in the process. The Campisi lab is looking into further 
elaborating the biology of one of senescent cells’ two self-
protective mechanisms, and testing a potential role for another 
kind of immune cell (macrophages) in defending the body 
against senescent cell accumulation. 

At the SRF-RC, we are perfecting the method of co-culturing NK 
and senescent cells and controlling the killing process, and will 
begin testing two potential therapeutic targets identified in the 
Campisi lab. 

The team is also developing an algorithm for the SRF-RC’s 
automated microscope imaging system to rapidly analyze 
stained plates of cells for quantitative analysis of senescent cell-
killing ability - a job hitherto done by laborious human visual 
microscopy.

Functional Neuron Replacement to Rejuvenate the Neocortex
Albert Einstein College of Medicine (AECOM)
Principal investigator: Dr. Jean Hébert
Research team: Hiroko Nobuta, Joanna Krzyspiak, Alexander Quesada, 
Marta Gronska-Peski, Jayleecia Smith

Of all the challenges in cell therapy, replacement of neurons 
in the neocortex is both the most important (being the seat of 
consciousness and identity) and perhaps the most formidable. 
Only recently have any researchers succeeded in integrating 
new neurons into this area of the brain. The vast majority of 
transplanted cells in these cases have failed to survive, and 
the few survivors have achieved only limited function and 
integration into existing circuits. 

SRF is now supporting Dr. Jean Hébert’s work to advance two 
innovative strategies to address different aspects of this grand 
challenge. First, Dr. Hébert’s team will work to extend their 
preliminary data showing that neuronal precursor cells survive 
and integrate better when they are accompanied by vascular 
precursor cells to ensure that neurons have the nutrients and 
oxygen they need. This will be done in young mice, old mice, 
and mice who have suffered an induced stroke, and using both 
mouse-derived cells and cells derived from human embryonic 
stem cells and lines. 

Second, because new neurons will be needed throughout the 
aging neocortex but transplanting neurons throughout the 
entire tissue would be extremely invasive and risk injury to 
a tissue we cannot afford to damage, the AECOM team will 
engineer microglia (which, unlike neurons and their precursors, 
are highly mobile cells) to disperse widely from the site of 

transplant and then be reprogrammed into cortical projection 
neurons at their destination. The team will characterize the 
integration of the transplanted microglia-cum-neurons into 
host circuits, and determine whether depleting host microglia 
enhances these processes in different models.
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In 2018, the Yale team scaled up this pilot-level method 
to produce glucosepane in quantities useful for industrial 
production, and also to synthesize three conformational 
variants (diastereomers) of glucosepane that may occur in vivo. 
They are working on two more such variants; they have also used 
their synthetic glucosepane to develop glucosepane-targeting 
antibodies capable of labeling glucosepane in aging tissues 
(which they are working up into a monoclonal antibody for mass 
production that will be compatible with human metabolism) 
and tracking the effects of potential glucosepane-cleaving drugs. 

They have identified a lead candidate glucosepane-cleaving 
biocatalyst, and completed the evaluation of seven significant 
variants and their AGE-breaking mechanism. Today, work 
continues on synthesizing pentosinane (another common AGE 
crosslink) and additionally on the AGE-related compounds iso-
imidazole and 2-aminoimidazole.

maximally modifiable mouse
applied stem cell, inc.
project director: Dr. Ruby Yanru Chen-Tsai

The CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing system has the ability to make 
precisely-targeted changes in the genetic sequence – a clear 
strength of the platform – but is limited in its lack of an obvious 
delivery mechanism. It’s reasonably easy to use CRISPR/Cas9 
to modify individual cells, but there is no known (or clearly-
foreseeable) way to deliver the system to human tissues in vivo 
while still retaining strong precision and without the risk of 
either silencing or mutating introduced or non-targeted genes. 

CRISPR/Cas9 is only able to make relatively small changes to an 
existing gene. That’s great for correcting small but catastrophic 
mutations in existing genes, or rendering genes with a toxic gain-
of-function inoperable — but it’s not much use for delivering

Glucosepane Crosslinks and Undoing Age-Related Tissue Damage
Yale University 
Principal Investigator: David Spiegel
Research Team: Prof. Jason Crawford, Nam Kim, Venkata Sabbasani, 
Matthew Streeter

the new genes that will be necessary to take advantage of it for 
delivery of rejuvenation biotechnologies.

The Maximally-Modifiable Mouse project aims to overcome this 
problem by allowing us to make use of a powerful gene insertion 
system (the integrase) used by phages — viruses that target 
bacteria as their hosts. The mycobacteriophage Bxb1 catalyzes 
precisely-targeted, one-way insertion of even very large genes 
into the host genome. Unfortunately, mammals lack the genetic 
“docking sites” that this integrase targets. 

To enable the development of models of diseases of aging and 
the rapid testing and eventual human delivery of rejuvenation 
biotechnologies, SRF has been funding Stanford gene therapy 

Dr. Hébert’s team has made remarkably quick early progress. It 
appears that — at least for mouse precursor cells — neuronal 
precursor transplant into young mice is only very minimally 
aided by the addition of vascular precursor cells, because the 
host is able to supply most of the vascular precursors itself. By 
contrast, far more of the transplanted vascular cells are used 
in the stroke model because of the much greater need for total 
vascular precursors to support the large number of neuronal 
precursors needed to repair a large lesion. The AECOM team 
have shown that the human-derived cells can also be successfully 
transplanted into the mouse models; the team can proceed to do 
similar cell-mix tests using those cells.

Dr. Hébert’s team has also demonstrated that transplanted 
mouse microglia will spread across broad areas of the mouse 
cortex after it is transiently depleted of its own microglia. 
Demonstrating the same thing using human-derived microglia 
is going to take longer, as the mouse brain is not able to produce 
an important growth factor these cells need to survive. They are 
overcoming this problem by using a line of transgenic mice that 
express this human factor.

Finally, the team has successfully reprogrammed mouse and 
human microglia into neurons with adequate efficiency, using a 
combination of four transcription factors. This will allow them 
to transform the transplanted and dispersed microglia into 
neurons all across the neocortex, potentially taking a major step 
toward brain-wide neuronal circuit maintenance and repair.

The collagen proteins that give structure to our arteries and 
other tissues are continuously exposed to blood sugar and other 
highly reactive molecules necessary for life. Occasionally, these 
sugar molecules will bind to tissue collagen by sheer chemistry, 
and if not quickly reversed these initial links will in turn bind 
adjacent strands of collagen, reducing the range of motion of 
the tissue like the legs of runners in a three-legged race. These 
tissues slowly stiffen with age, leading to rising systolic blood 
pressure, kidney damage, and increased risk of stroke and other 
damage to the brain. 

It is currently thought that the single most common of these 
Advanced Glycation End-products (AGE) crosslinks is a 
molecule called glucosepane. A rejuvenation biotechnology that 
could cleave glucosepane crosslinks would allow bound arterial 
proteins to move freely again, maintaining and restoring the 
elasticity of the vessels and preventing the terrible effects of 
their age-related stiffening.

SRF has been funding the Yale GlycoSENS group for several 
years, in order to develop tools necessary for enabling the 
development of glucosepane-cleaving drugs. The Yale group’s 
first major milestone - the first complete synthesis of glucosepane 
itself - was a sufficient tour de force to earn publication in the 
prestigious journal Science. 
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Target Prioritization of Tissue Crosslinking 
The Babraham Institute 
Principal Investigator: Jonathan Clark
Research Team: Melanie Stammers

As discussed in the project summary for “Glucosepane 
Crosslinks and Undoing Age-Related Tissue Damage”, 
adventitious crosslinking of collagen (and elastin) contributes 
to the slow stiffening of our arteries and other tissues with age. 
Some of these crosslinks represent the kind of chemistry that 
can happen spontaneously (like AGE crosslinking), but others 
are the unintended consequences of metabolic processes that 
modify collagen — either as “collateral damage,” or to help us 
get through short-term problems at the cost of contributing to 
the long-term burden of crosslinking damage that eventually 
compromises function. 

Amidst all of this, it’s not obvious that the sheer number of 
crosslinks of a given kind is a good measure of how high a priority 
it is for rejuvenation biotechnology: some crosslinks may have a 
disproportionate effect on tissue elasticity depending on where 
they occur in the protein strand, how tightly they bind, and 
how much they interfere with the body’s ability break down and 
renew the tissue.

Recognizing the importance of prioritizing our targets, SRF is 
funding a systematic study of this question in the tissues of 
“normally”-aging, nondiabetic mice at the Babraham Institute 
in Cambridge. The mice have been administered labeled 
building blocks for protein, which are then incorporated into 
extracellular matrix proteins, whose turnover can then be 
studied. The study has required the development and validation 
of new experimental methods and assays, which were published 
in a Royal Society of Chemistry journal in 2018.

An early and surprising finding is that crosslinks which are 
considered permanent in tissue are continuously being broken 
apart and re-forming under the stress and strain of normal 
activity: it is the balance between these reversible crosslinks 
and the truly irreversible ones that gives rise to many of the 
changing mechanical properties of aging collagen. They have 
also confirmed the expectation that the crosslink profile in each 
tissue is distinct from others (which is only partially explained 
by the tissue-specific mixture of elastin and collagen), and that 
both the mixture of proteins and the pattern of protein-specific 
crosslinks changes with age. 

Importantly, some of the crosslinks that have been reported 
by others to accumulate in aging tissues were not detected. 
They are also complementing chemical analysis of the tissues 
with functional tests of the effect of these crosslinks on tissue 
mechanical function. Drilling down into these issues will be 
critical to identifying the next targets as glucosepane crosslink-
breakers enter into animal testing.

Remediation of Aberrant Intracellular Tau    
Buck Institute for Research on Aging
Project Director: Dr. Julie Andersen     
Research Team: Cyrene Arputhasamy, Manish Chamoli, Anand Rane

Aging brains accumulate aggregates composed of aberrant 
forms of the protein tau, both inside and outside of neurons. 
These aggregates are an important driver of “normal” age-
related cognitive decline, as well as neurodegenerative diseases 
of aging like Parkinson’s (PD) and Alzheimer’s (AD) diseases. 
A number of rejuvenation biotechnologies targeting aberrant 
tau outside of cells are currently in clinical trials, with the idea 
that capturing these “seeds” of tau aggregates will interrupt its 
“infectious” cell-to-cell transmission. To prevent the problem 
entirely - and eventually reverse it - requires new strategies to 
target aberrant tau inside of brain neurons.

SRF is funding Dr. Andersen’s team to test the idea that this 
tau accumulation may result from age-related dysfunction of 
the cellular “recycling centers” (lysosomes) due to the buildup 
of other kinds of intracellular aggregates, such as beta-amyloid, 
the other major damaged protein characteristic of the AD brain. 
If this is the case, then the most effective remediation method 
for aberrant tau could entail using rejuvenation biotechnology 
to target these primary aggregates, thus allowing the cell to clear 
out its own burden of aberrant tau once lysosomal function is 
restored. 

Neurons of patients with AD and other neurodegenerative aging 
diseases are often full of autophagosomes (APGs), the vesicles 
that form around targets for autophagy and in which they are 
dragged to the lysosome for degradation. This buildup is thought 
to result from a failure of lysosomal function, as the already-
overburdened organelle refuses to take up any more cargo. 

The Andersen lab has developed lines of human and rat neuronal 
cells that produce APGs with molecular tags that allow them to 
track the production and disappearance of APGs in neurons. They 
can use these tags to screen for compounds that increase the 
successful trafficking of APGs and their cargo to the lysosome. 
Compounds that pass this preliminary test will be evaluated in 
neurons treated with small, soluble beta-amyloid aggregates, to 
see if these compounds will prevent or reverse the formation of 
insoluble aggregates of both beta-amyloid and tau.

spinoff Applied StemCell (ASC) to create a line of Maximally-
Modifiable Mice (MMM). The MMM will have two of the needed 
docking sites engineered directly into their genomes, which will 
then be ready for the insertion of new therapeutic transgenes at 
any time during the lifespan.

Currently, ASC is testing the ability of the system to deliver and 
integrate convenient test genes into the mice’s cells in vivo. They 
will then test the expression and functional protein production 
of those genes. We are especially excited by the potential to use 
this technology to both develop better models in which to test 
the allotopically-expressed mitochondrial genes that our in-
house Mito team has been testing in cells, and to deliver those 
genes and actually test them in such mice. 
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